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Presenter
Presentation Notes
When I submitted my abstract for MORS I used the word “Relocating”.  So I’ve stuck with it as the title for this presentation even though I’ve since realized that it sounds like we are towing a VOI from one location to another!
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Outline

• Background of Op ALTAIR and CTF 150

• Reachback request

• Development of a VOI planning tool

• Lessons learned

• Current Situation

– Further tool deployments

– Further development inside a larger project
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Background of Op ALTAIR

• CDN contribution to Op ENDURING FREEDOM

• Iroquois, Protecteur, and Calgary for Roto 4 

• Cmdre Davidson in command of CTF 150 from Jun 
to Sep 2008

• Reachback request identified 2 requirements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Op ALTAIR is the CDN maritime contribution to Operation ENDURING FREEDOM, which is the U.S.-led coalition fleet conducting anti-terrorist operations in the Persian Gulf and Arabian Sea.Iroquois, Calgary and Protecteur left in April to join Combined Task Force 150 or (CTF 150)The primary task of CTF 150 is to perform Maritime Security Operations to enhance the security and stability at sea.  This generally involves generally involves maintaining a presence, visiting regional nations, and performing interdiction operations with boardings and searches.Commodore Bob Davidson was in command of CTF 150 for four months from June to September last summerA DRDC Atlantic Scientist was embedded on Iroquois for a portion of the mission.  His role was to support the mission directly and to liase with scientists back home to extend the capabilities of the researchers.The picture shows the 3 ships in formation as Task Force Arabian Sea.  The destroyer Iroquois is at the top, then Protecteur, an auxiliary vessel for fuel and supplies, etc., and the frigate Calgary.
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Request for Reach Back

• Formal request copying chain of command with 
deadline for initial response

• Back and forth dialogue to clarify problems with its 
requirement and intent

• Focus shifted to two problems
– Arranging limited assets over a large area to 

best achieve mission success and MDA
– Looking for vessels that have fallen off the 

Recognized Maritime Picture (RMP)
• Back and forth continued during tool design by 

sending the documentation for comment before 
final product

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Initial informal request from embedded scientistFormal request copying chain of command with deadline for initial responseTight deadline due to operational requirement and current mission endingBack and forth dialogue to clarify problem with its requirement and intentFocus shifted from providing existing tools to new developmentBack and forth continued during design by sending the documentation for comment before final productI will talk now about the new tool developed for looking for vessels that have fallen off the RMP
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VOIR Development
(VOI Reconnaissance Tool)

• Developed as a stand alone Matlab application

• Estimate the position of a vessel based on past 
known location and up to 3 likely courses

• Results plotted on a geographic map that includes 
locations/areas of interest

• Probabilities calculated and transferred to a “heat 
map” for better visualization

• Various statistics calculated

• Estimated helicopter search times

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Built in Matlab using Mapping toolbox and the compiler to build a stand alone application that does not require a Matlab license.Read the slide.
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VOIR GUI

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The VOIR GUIInput of VOI data and time delay at the topInput of three possible Courses of Action (COAs) in the middle with variable speeds and headings.  In this example only two COAs are active.Map limits and graticule info entered at the bottom.Added ability to load and save scenarios in v1.11Added ability to display a Blue Force position in v1.11.3
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VOIR Output

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example shows a 50/50 chance of VOI heading due south or due west with different likely speeds and heading errors.Stats show results for each active COA Course of Action, the totals of the COAs, and the remainder of the area.
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Observations and Lessons Learned

• An embedded scientist is a great asset

– Need a liaison and a military champion within

– Need ongoing dialogue

• Keep it simple during operations

– Limited time

– Avoid obstacles and delays

• Follow-on work must be managed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Embedded DS:In the past, the team has tried to brief capabilities before a ship goes out to sea, but without an embedded scientist and someone to champion our case, we did not receive reach back requests.  It is also important that the scientist be embedded with the command staff as was the case here.  One of the challenges however can be limited space on the ship and in this case, the scientist was only on board while there was a bunk free and could not return to the ship later because his bunk was then occupied.Another need for having someone embedded was the need to communicate back and forth about the problem.  Over the course of the discussion, the problem set seemed to change from our initial understanding.  In fact, the initial request was not clear to us and so our very first response did not answer the question they were trying to ask and our answer seemed silly to them.  It was through the ongoing dialogue that we began to understand each other better and the liaising between the military command and the scientific community really bore fruit.  The scientist can also discuss the issues and press for evaluations much better when embedded than when being contacted remotely by email.As another example, in 2001, similar issues with deploying resources and finding VOIs was raised after operations.  At that time, however, Ops Research did not have the resources to do the research, nor did we have someone in the Navy who would champion the cause and its implementation.  Without a military supporter, implementing worthwhile research becomes very difficult.Keep it simple:Time was limited to produce a tool.  It had to be simple to construct and deliver.  Therefore we built in Matlab which we were already familiar with, already much of the functionality available, and which we could provide as a stand alone application to sit on a stand alone laptop.  This way it was simple to use and did not interfere with any other systems and did not have to worry about accreditation for a network, etc.During operations, things can be done quickly without all of the formal approvals.  The maritime evaluation procedure we’ve started now is supposed to begin 60 days before evaluation and we had less than 6 weeks to plan and develop a tool for delivery.  Therefore a lot of standard procedures are bypassed to deliver a tool on time.Follow-on:The follow-on work, however, must be managed more formally.  And it is very useful to outline who will be responsible for the tool’s use and evaluation on ship and responsible for providing the feedback.
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Positive Fleet Response

• Overall excellent:
– VOIR “could be of great use”
– “There are several advantages to using” VOIR

• Visualization with map and color codes
• Automated rather than manual calculations
• Uncertainty in VOI course taken into 

account
• Variable VOI speed

– “TFAS will continue to use this tool… during 
this deployment”

… But Also Room for Development …
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Current Situation

• Maritime Evaluation – formal tasking process
– Ships performing Maritime Security Operations are to 

evaluate VOIR and provide feedback
• VOIR 1.11 developed for WINNIPEG deployment

– Saving/loading scenarios, improved interface, User guide
• VOIR 1.11.3 developed for FREDERICTON deployment

– Blue Force position added
• Development of VOIR to continue within an Applied 

Research Project which began in April
– Land avoidance, previously searched areas, VOI 

waypoints, alternate situations
– Covers from R&D right up to operational use

• ARP also aims to:
– develop a tool for the placement of TG assets
– continue work on the Recognized Maritime Picture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
VOIR 1.11 addsthe ability to save and load scenarios rather than entering all input parameters from scratchImproved interfaceFurther bug fixesTested for CSNI/MCOIN and stand alone PC (but no RFC submitted)VOIR 1.11.3 addsAbility to add a Blue Force position from the GUIImproved loggingFurther bug fixesIn January 2009, VOIR 1.11 was installed on HMCS Winnipeg for them to trial and evaluate further on their deployment.  For this we have started a formal Maritime Evaluation process, which is required for any changes done to a ship.  It provides a formal process of outlining what is expected of the evaluation and informs the responsible organizations.Earlier this month, I installed VOIR 1.11.3 on HMCS Fredericton for their current deployment.Currently working on small changes that are quick and simple and that are effective for the operator.  Larger scale development is waiting for a proper review into the processes and proper R&D resources to tackle harder problems.We have started a 4 year Applied Research Project worth ~$2.5M (ignoring personnel costs) to continue development of VOIR, to research and build the tool for dynamic asset deployment that was also requested and to continue work with the RMP that N02OR and J02OR are already implementing.
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WBE 2: VOI Planning Tool

• Locate and observe a known VOI with 
avail resources

• Include
– Data constraints, e.g. possible 

destinations vs start points
– PIM track estimates
– Land and boundaries
– Variety of surveillance assets (ships, 

helos, MPAs, UAVs, satellites, fixed 
sensors)

– Unsuccessful searches and negative 
information

– Imperfect surveillance
– Various VOI objectives
– Need to operate covertly

• Coordinate Training package, SOPs, etc.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
VOI Reconnaissance tools requested by CTF-150 & delivered in theatre (6 weeks turnaround)Provided some interim capability with stand-alone applicationVOIR generates a heat map indicating likely current or future locations of VOI and estimating time requirements for organic helo surveillance of each likely areaVOI allowed to take up to 3 straight line – ish courses of actionWant to develop a more robust capability with “include” listUnaware of similar tools in coalition partner (except possibly NATO’s NRC PLANET tool)
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WBE 3: Planning Tools for MDA Resource 
Deployment

• Plan resource deployment that 
achieves best chance of mission 
success

• Capabilities
– Handle combinations of mission 

objectives & tasks
– Dynamic to allow for planned & 

unscheduled changes in fleet 
and other asset composition

– Balance variety of resources & 
their employment restrictions

– Propose changes when current 
deployment is compromised

• Manage actual plan
– Generate tasking instructionsrefuelling

H

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CTF 150 was dealing with a large piece of ocean and a variable number of resources.  Assets from other nations would chop in and out and the task group had to deal with scheduled rendez-vous points.  CTF-150 requested a tool to help direct where to position assets and how to rearrange given changing circumstances but we were only able to provide simple guidelines at the time.Now we want to develop a tool whichWill be limited to only “optimize” employment of existing resourcesWill not aim toward determining resources needed to conduct surveillance and security tasks as mission normally too broad and generalWill consider mix of assets and sensors for MDAWill consider mission objectives and tasks – general SA or intercept of a particular vesselWill suggest solutions which can be modified by the commander and then possibly generate tasking instructionsWill require extensive work to first flush out concepts, then R&D to develop tool, and then operational implementationWe are unaware of any similar tools in coalition partners but would love to hear about them and look for collaboration opportunitiesUSN Abraham Lincoln?
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WBE 4: RMP Tools & Analysis
• Prototype RMP architecture and help 

direct the operational RMP 
architecture

• Further develop Prototype RMP 
Analysis Toolset (PRAT) & its 
operationalization into RAT
– Develop or refine metrics and 

reports for the RMP
– Use for TTCP AG8 analysis for 

Trident Warrior 09
• Analysis

– New analyses to support clients 
– Recurring analysis from existing 

tools
– Consultation to other C4ISR 

projects

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tools (metrics and reports) on:RMP architecture/process – quality assurance, data flowDetection – report densityIdentification – PID report, knowns vs unknowns, truth assessmentTracking – track update rate, track confidenceContribution analysis - Relative contributions of sources, sensors & fusionTraffic analysis - Trends in activities – speed distribution, boundary crossing reportPlanning tools – risk metricAlerting – VOI criteria, anomaly detectionEffects – presence plot
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Summary

• Delivered a VOI Reconnaissance (VOIR) Tool to 
CTF 150

• Started a new Applied Research Project to:

– Continue work on VOIR;

– Develop an asset deployment tool; and

– Continue work on RMP architecture and RMP 
Analysis Toolset

• Looking for partners with common interests in each 
of these three areas
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Contact Information

Pete Smith
MARLANT/N02OR
CSN 427-2095 / com 902-427-2095
Pete.Smith@forces.gc.ca

Andrew Wind
ARP Scientific Lead
MARLANT/N02OR
CSN 427-2097 / com 902-427-2097
Andrew.Wind@forces.gc.ca

Steven Horn
JTFP/J02OR
CSN 333-7524 / com 250-363-7524
Steven.Horn@forces.gc.ca

LCdr Beth Vallis
ARP Project Manager
MARLANT
CSN 427-3623 / com 902-427-3623
Beth.Vallis@forces.gc.ca
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